
Alter a dress to shorten the torso through the zipper.

She can have either scoliosis, one leg shorter, or any other body shape
that causes asymmetry

Level 3
Homework

Alter a simple dress with a model who either has an
asymmetrical body or who pretends to have an
asymmetrical body. 

Watch the Mending English Netting video.

Do a lace hem or practice on 36-inch length of netting with
lace. 
Hem a heavily beaded dress or practice on a 36-inch length
of beaded netting.

Lengthen at least 1 ½” on the front of a hem. At least 1 layer.
Be sure to measure the skirt first so you know when you have
lengthened it enough.

Take in the side seams of a heavily beaded dress.

This philosophy does not need to be long, but it should be well thought
out. Print it out and put it in a visible place in your sewing area.

Do a hiney tuck or “booty scoop” on a dress.

Ponder, and then write your own personal business
philosophy. 

this is located in the student reference library. Then do a practice swatch
of mending. This will be good practice free hand sewing for doing lace
hems.



When you have finished all 3 levels of the homework, you are
welcome to submit to the academy your business
philosophy, a head shot picture, the general area you live in(
no addresses), and contact information. 

We would love to put you up on our graduates page. This is
not mandatory, some students just enjoy learning new skills,
but if you are starting a career, brides and bridal shops will
use this information to contact you for work. So make sure
you are prepared to take on work if you decide to be put up
on the graduate page.

Level 3
Homework

Congratulations, You are now a 

Master Bridal Alterations Specialist!
I wish you all the best in your new career.

Love
Dee Dee Anderson


